LESSON 10 - ASSIGNMENT

1. Collect as many leaflets and catalogues as you can of furnishings (eg. statuary, seats, rubbish bins, bird baths, BBQs etc). You could perhaps collect these from a major garden show or alternatively contact companies located through the telephone book or by some other means.

2. Find a park (any type, anywhere) which needs some development or redevelopment of furnishings and features. If possible, submit a photograph of the park or the areas needing development as they exists at the moment (otherwise submit a rough sketch).

3. Now, prepare a rough plan design for the development or redevelopment of the park. Indicate on your rough sketch or photograph where changes will be made.

4. Select one area of the park and for that section, and either:
   i. plan a sporting area
   OR
   ii. design a garden containing a path and 3 other kinds of garden features (e.g. fountain, pond, seating, pots, paved area etc).

On a rough sketch or photograph of that area, show where added features will be used. Then explain your choice of features, surfaces etc. Keep in simple, as a very rough plan.

NOTE: Remember to submit your plant collection.